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Dear readers,

four years ago, I started the JENZ News 
preface with a modified quote from Sepp 
Herberger, the former German manag-
er. “After the trade fair is before the 
trade fair” or, “after the IFAT is before 
the Interforst” was what I said in sum-
mer 2014, and the same applies this year. 
I think I’ll do without further parallels 
with football at this stage – the German 
national team crashing out of the group 
stage in the World Cup for the first time 
is simply too sad. At least our team has 
been involved in the World Cup since 
1934, in other words this event has hap-
pened for the very first time in 84 years. 

So, now we’d better come back to to-
day’s agenda. We were at the IFAT and 
the INTERFORST representing the 
both trade fairs’ main focus. At the 
IFAT this was recycling, and we there-
fore presented our BA machines there. 
The BA 615 for smaller composting 
works, which was presented in pub-
lic for the first time, was at the cen-
tre of attention. Our larger machines, 
the BA 725 and the BA 915, proved 
their strengths in the outdoor areas. 

At the INTERFORST, which will be start-
ing shortly and is the most important 
timber trade fair in central Europe, we 
are focusing more on the processing of 
ligneous biomassses for thermal utilisa-
tion. In this case as well we have some-
thing new to present on our stand. The 
new big HEM 841 DQ Cobra hybrid will 
surely be one of the eyecatchers there. 
Thanks to optimisations made to the 
hydraulic system in the hybrid chip-
per, the effective drive power for both 
motors powering the chipping process 

were increased yet again, and can now 
deliver a torque of over 5000 Nm. This 
can be effectively converted into wood-
chippings thanks to a draw-in with a 
width of 1400 mm. Since the demand 
for coarse woodchippings continues 
to increase, especially in the large bio-
mass plant sector, we have carried out 
what is a fundamental further devel-
opment, even for our standards, in the 
chipper drum area. For the first time 
since 1983, blades which have to be 
re-ground when worn are being used 
in a mobile machine with the D1 chip-
per drum (D1 designates the construc-
tion of the chipper drum). The longer 
first cut which this makes possible re-
sults in considerably coarser woodchip-
pings, which we presented on our stand 
as proof. The D1 chipper drum is also 
available for our machines in the me-
dian 500 series. You can see what this 
looks like on the neighbouring stand 
belonging to Daimler AG. Here we will 
be demonstrating a HEM 593 Z, driv-
en by a Unimog U 530 with 300 hp. 
This demonstration will certainly be 
a very interesting thing to watch.
To summarise: if woodchippings pro-
duction is of interest to you, it’s 
worth visiting our stand. Our trade 
fair team will welcome you, and we 
are looking forward to seeing you.

Your
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Petershagen (ehe). Bigger, faster, 
stronger – trend towards more powerful 
tractors, which has been visible for many 
years now, is considered to be a direct re-
sult of the agricultural structural change 
because increasing operations sizes and 
efficient production processes require 
more and more power. The trend towards 
larger machines is also discernible in the 
mobile fragmentiser sector. With the 
HEM 841 series, JENZ is presenting a new 
flagship in the mobile large fragmentis-
er sector at the Interforst. The new 
HEM 841 series will be available as the 
HEM 841 Z power takeoff version and the 
HEM 841 DQ Cobra+ hybrid HGV Chipper. 
 
Optimised draw-in table  
When developing the HEM 841 series, 
the JENZ designers focused on the chip-

per cell draw-in area. “We have re-engi-
neered the geometry”, explained Hans 
Heinrich Hermeier, product manager 
in the 4th generation in the JENZ fam-
ily company. The 
HEM 841 draw-
in now measures 
1.40 m, and is there-
fore an extra 20 cm 
wider than the pre-
vious HEM 821. 
“The wider draw-
in means that the 
source material can 
be distributed wid-
er and flatter over 
the table. This re-
sults in an improved 
cutting geome-
try and therefore 

easier drum running” according to the 
product manager. This is a considera-
ble advantage which means hardly any 
interfering contours are now produced, 

The absolute professional machine
Presentation of HEM 841 series at the Interforst

1 400 mm

82
0 

m
m

Large flap: the HEM 841 is fitted with an impressive 
draw-in at 1.40 m width. This enables the source material 
to be better distributed across the draw-in table. 

HEM 583 R-Truck
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especially when processing light cut-
tings. “The draw-in table design is based 
on the 5-series. In practice, our cus-
tomers have been reporting between 
15 and 20 % more throughput perfor-
mance when comparing the HEM 583 Z 
with its 1.20 m draw-in width and the 
HEM 593 Z with 1.40 m draw-in width.” 

The alignment of the bottom drawer-in 
roller was also re-engineered. “We have 
rearranged the draw-in rollers compared 
with the HEM 821. The aim is to be ac-
tively feeding the material into the ro-
tor for longer. The result is not just that 
the draw-in works more aggressively, but 
the woodchipping quality is also con-
siderably improved in the final output.”

New easy2 controller
The easy2 machine con-
troller is also complete-
ly new in the series. The 
successor to the pre-
vious easyclean ma-
chine controller, which 
is already used in the 
Chippertruck and hy-
brid machines, scores 
high marks with many 
innovations such as 
a modern touch dis-
play, a wide range 
of setting and diag-

nosis facilities or comfortable assis-
tant functions, and is also now availa-
ble in the new power takeoff machines. 

Power-takeoff version and 
HGV hybrid technology available
The HEM 841 series is available as an 
HEM 841 Z power takeoff version, and 
also as an 841 DQ Cobra+ hybrid HGV 
coarse chipper with hybrid technol-
ogy. The power takeoff machine re-
quires tractor power of between 180 and 
400 kW and is designed for large trac-
tors. JENZ is trusting proven technol-
ogy from practical situations in terms 
of the drive system. “We have collect-
ed a lot of positive experience in prac-
tice using the drivetrain systems in 

the professional HEM 500 and 800 se-
ries” explained Mr Hermeier. The sys-
tem stands out especially thanks to its 
highly efficient hydraulics with var-
iable displacement pumps, and “this 
means considerably lower maintenance 
costs and less wear for our customers”.
 
In the Cobra version, the company is re-
lying on its proven dual engine tech-
nology. “In this case we are building on 
a MAN TGS 8x6-4 carrier vehicle. With 
the MAN Euro 6c with 500 hp plus the 
Mercedes Benz OM 473 add-on motor with 
625 hp, we now have a system with a to-
tal of more than 1000 hp available. This 
means the machines are designed for ma-
jor operations and are therefore absolute 
professional machines” said Mr Hermeier. 

Both machine types are fitted with a hy-
draulic blower as standard. This can be 
infinitely varied and controlled inde-
pendently of the chipper rotor speed, 
which means it can always be optimally 
adapted to the working conditions. “The 
result ensures a more uniform wood-
chipping output and less load on the hy-
draulic system, the optimised blower 
speed reduces abrasion to the chip-
pings which means that the fines con-
tent is significantly reduced” is how 
Mr Hermeier explains the benefits. 

JENZ is currently offering the HEM 841 as an HEM 841 Z power takeoff version and as an HEM 841 DQ Cobra+ hybrid HGV. 
The HEM 841 Z requires a power input of 180–400 kW. More than 1000 hp overall power is available for the HGV chipper. 
 

The new easy2 controller with touch display 
is fitted as standard in the HEM 841 series. 
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Oldenhütten (jkr). Hans Thun founded his family company 
in 1965. In 1997 his son Hans and wife Kirstin took over 
the business. Nowadays, around 25 people are working 
for the agricultural private contract from Oldenhütten, 
just under 50 km south-west of Kiel. The range of ser-
vices includes the five sectors of excavation/earthworks, 
agriculture, wood processing, biomassses and trade. 
For wood processing, 52-year-old Hans Thun has been 
placing his trust in power takeoff-driven mobile chip-
pers from JENZ for more than 10 years. The combination 
consisting of mobile chipper and Claas Xerion has been 
painted in a rather striking black. Philip Thun, Hans and 
Kirstin Thun’s 23-year-old son, is one of the drivers. 

Herr Thun, with the HEM 841 Z you are using the 
newest power takeoff shaft chipper made by JENZ. 
You regularly replace your JENZ machines with the 
newest models as a matter of principle. What’s 
the philosophy behind these fleet decisions?

“The machine is extremely well-engineered” 
    Interview: Hans and Philip Thun from Schleswig Holstein 

report on the new HEM 841 Z in practice

Experienced: Hans and Kirs-
tin Thun have been managing 
the private contractor since 
1977 in the second genera-
tion. They have both been re-
lying on JENZ wood process-
ing machines for many years.  

JENZ AKTUELL No. 60
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Hans Thun: This is mainly for reasons of 
reliability. I like to guarantee reliablity 
during my work. Every year we chip be-
tween 800 and 1000 hours in total and 
we prefer to replace the machines be-
fore major repairs are required. Apart 
from this, we do a lot of demonstrations 
for JENZ, and of course we prefer to car-
ry these out with the newest models. 

And how has your experience with 
the new HEM 841 Z been up to now? 
Hans Thun: The machine is extremely 
well-engineered, and this year it got even 
better. Not that much has changed in 
comparison with the HEM 821 Z, and that 
was a very good machine anyway. I think 
the best thing to do is to ask my son. 
Philip Thun: By now I’ve got 280 hours 
on the clock since March. The draw-in 
and the drum are both bigger compared 

with the predecessor model, the 
821 Z. This means the draw-in 
behaviour has been optimised. 
The quality of the woodchip-
pings has increased consider-
ably once again because one 
more cutter has been fitted and 
because we have got a small-
er screen basket. I’m extreme-
ly satisfied with the new mod-
el, but I felt the same about 
its predecessor as well. 

Which materials do you main-
ly use the machine for?
Philip Thun: About 70 % of the woodchip-
pings production both on a contract ba-
sis and for our own trade originates from 
so-called “broken wood”, in other words 
the sort of tree and bush hedges which 
are quite common up here in the north. 
The rest is composed of tree trunks. The 
wider draw-in on the HEM 841 Z is of 
course better for us due to the high pro-
portion of light cuttings we deal with. 

You decided to use a Claas Xeri-
on 3800 as a towing machine. 
Why did you choose this one?
Hans Thun: Because the Claas Xerion, 
and especially the 3800, works very ef-
ficiently with the JENZ chippers. One 
season we used a Claas Xerion 5000, 
but that wasn’t any more efficient. 

And will you ever be using a Chippertruck 
after all your power takeoff machines?

Hans Thun: : We produce up to 30,000 m3 
of woodchippings every year. The pow-
er provided by the HEM 841 Z is enough 
for that. That quantity wouldn’t be suf-
ficient for a Chippertruck. And we don’t 
really want to drive any further than 
100 km from base. Whatever happens, 
though, the next chipper will be a JENZ. 
We’ll have to see what’s new then. 

And the chipper will be colour-
ed black in any case?
Hans Thun (laughs): Yes, one of our em-
ployees thought that one up. They 
wanted our machine to look differ-
ent from all the others. And, as a 
good boss, I do what they want even 
if it costs more. It’s good for the im-
age, and it looks great doesn’t it?

It certainly does!
Many thanks for the interview! 

Concentration: Philip Thun driving a 
Fendt 1050 for demonstration purposes.

Performance potential 
Fragmentation of hardwood 
up to (in cm) 60

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 80

Throughput up to approx. (in lcm) 300

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1400

Draw-in height (mm) 820

Main drive
Power consumption approx. (kW) 180–400

brief facts
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easy2 with a power 
takeoff shaft chipper 

JENZ presented its new easy2 machine 
controller at the Agritechnica in Novem-
ber 2017. We asked a few questions a lit-
tle less than nine months later. What 
has the practical experience with the 
new controller been? Experienced chip-
per drivers Timo Hansen and Sebas-
tian Lorenz answered all our questions. 

Mr Hansen, how many hours in your 
life have you spent driving chippers?
Timo Hansen (laughs): Quite a few – 
the HEM 583 Z is the fifth JENZ pow-
er takeoff machine. On top of 
that there are two HEM 583 R and 
HEM 583 R Cobra Chippertrucks.

How was integration of the 
easy2 in the tractor?
TH: Conversion and integration both 
worked perfectly. It is of course an ad-
vantage that we fitted the control-
ler permanently because only this trac-
tor is used to operate the chipper. 

How many operating hours of 
easy2 experience have you man-
aged with this machine?

TH: About 350 operating hours 
since the end of November 2017.

What are the major differences com-
pared with the easygreen?
TH: The major difference is the fact that 
the chipper reacts so sensitively. It 
hardly ever switches off any more – the 
draw-in is regulated so finely (load-de-
pendent IBC draw-in controller) that it 
runs through more 
or less permanent-
ly. The new IBC2 func-
tion, which regulates 
the draw-in speed us-
ing the height of the 
top roller, is also very 
good. Thanks to these 
two settings the chip-
per always seems to know when the trac-
tor is at its limit. This means that the 
tractor is much better-utilised. We no-
ticed that we now almost achieve a better 
throughput with a smaller tractor than 
we used to with a more powerful one. 
 
What do you especially like about the 
easy2 apart from its sensitivity?

TH: The new hardware is very good. The 
joystick configuration is super as well 
because we now have a lot more facil-
ities and can allocate the buttons in-
dividually, for example operating the 
splitter. Remote data transmission is ex-
cellent as well. We’ve never had a fit-
ter here, so JENZ service can read the 
data from somewhere else. There is a 
lot of potential here, especially if the 

data is to be better-pro-
cessed in the future. 

Where do you see po-
tential improvements?
TH: I really don’t have 
any improvement pro-
posals for the control-
ler itself. Up to now 

we’ve been really happy. I have a few lit-
tle things for the chipper like the tool-
box. A bit more space would be nice.

Final question: 
easygreen or easy2?
TH: That’s obvious, isn’t it? Most 
definitely the easy2. I real-
ly don’t want anything else.

 
Timo Hansen is extremely pleased with the chipper’s sensitivity.

LU Timo Hansen 

• Number of employe
es: 5

•    Operating focus:
 

chipping wood and 

harvesting maize

•  JENZ machine with easy2: 

HEM 583 Z + Steyr 6230

“ easy2 what-
ever. I don’t 
want any-
thing else.”    

JENZ AKTUELL No. 60
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Mr Lorenz, how many hours of your life 
have you spent driving chippers?
Sebastian Lorenz: Difficult question. 
It’s got to be 6 000 hours at least.

And how many operat-
ing hours of easy2 expe-
rience have you had with 
the HEM 583 R Cobra?
SL: We’ve got about 
700 rotor hours on the 
clock with the machine. 

What do you think 
are the major dif-
ferences compared 
with the easygreen?
SL: That you now have all the major func-
tions on one side. And, of course, the 
touchscreen on top. The buttons on the 
easygreen were always difficult, some-
times you had to press them sever-
al times. It’s now considerably better. 

What else do you like about the easy2?
SL: Rapid access to all the impor-
tant functions is practical, and 
I like the user-friendliness of 
things like the touchscreen. 

 And where do you see po-
tential improvements?
SL (laughs): You should be able to watch 
the World Cup on the display . Just 
a joke. There was an hours manage-

ment system on the 
easygreen which was 
very helpful, and it’s not 
included in the easy2. 
(Remark from JENZ: the 
hours management sys-
tem will probably be 
available for the easy2 in 
Q3/2018.) If there were 
any improvements to 
be made it would be the 

glare sensitivity on the display when the 
sun is coming from behind. But that re-
ally would be whingeing at a high level. 
 
In the Chippertruck the 
easy2 has assistant func-
tions as a special fea-
ture. What is your ex-
perience with these?
SL: I use the set-up 
and dismantling assis-
tants regularly. That 
makes the machine 

ready for use or ready to drive away re-
ally quickly. I don’t use the forward mo-
tion assistant very often. In my expe-
rience it’s quicker to do it manually if 
you drive the chipper predictively. 
 
Final question: easygreen or easy2?
SL: easy2 without a doubt, I wouldn’t 
want to go back to easygreen! 

easy2 
in Chippertruck

Clearly laid out:  
the new easy2 display in the Chippertruck

Sebastian Lorenz praised the new 
controller’s user-friendliness.

Forstservice Sascha Schröder
• Number of employees: 3•   Operating focus: Everything to do with trees and roots: chipping, rootstock grinding, stump grinding, surface grinding, tree felling•  JENZ Maschine with easy2: HEM 583 R Cobra

“ easy2 with-
out a doubt, 
no more 
easygreen!”
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Petershagen (ehe). Whether garden 
cuttings, scrap wood, roots or biogas 
substrate – the JENZ biomass processor 
deployment sites are extremely varied. 
JENZ presented its current engineering 
technology in the high-speed sector at 
the IFAT and the VDMA Practical Days in 
Munich. The new BA 615 biomass proces-
sor was also presented for the first time 
here. The smallest JENZ shredder rounds 
off the bottom end of the product range.

“Our product family of biomass proces-
sors is complete now that we have the 
BA 615” explained Hans Heinrich Her-
meier, product manager in the 4th gen-
eration in the JENZ family company. 
“Only 11.5 t deadweight and a hard-hit-
ting 300 hp mean one thing for sure: mo-
bility and power. That was the major ob-
jective during development – we wanted 
to launch a small, light machine onto the 
market which is still powerful despite its 

size. The shredder, with its draw-in open-
ing of 1200 x 615 mm, is designed for use 
with garden cuttings and bark, and also 
for light scrap wood and biogas applica-
tions. The machine is aimed mainly at 
smaller operations or local authorities. 

Particular attention was paid to us-
er-friendliness during and after work. 
These features include a low loading 
height of only 1.86 m, which makes load-

Compact machine for composting 
and biogas substrate 
The new BA 615 biomass processor rounds off 
the bottom of the shredder range

User-friendliness in focus: 
The engine compartment cover can 
be hydraulically opened which allows 
maintenance work to be carried out in a 
comfortable, upright standing position. 

JENZ AKTUELL No. 60
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ing using small wheeled loaders easier in 
addition to the conveyor belt, which can 
be placed on the ground in order to im-
prove maintenance access and therefore 
simplify tool changeover. “The convey-
or band is designed with a drop height 
of 3.08 m as standard. It can, howev-
er, also be optionally extended so that a 
drop height of 3.70 m is achieved in or-
der to make vehicle loading easier”ex-
plained Mr Hermeier. Economic con-
siderations were also applied when 
designing the engine compartment 
cover. “The engine compartment cov-
er is simply opened hydraulically to al-
low maintenance work in a more com-
fortable, upright standing position”. 

The small biomass processor is also well 
fitted-out for efficient deployment on 
site. A reversing fan ensures minimum 
maintenance costs during work. This 
means that the radiator is quickly and 
efficiently cleaned. The hydraulic pro-
pulsion drive is also available as an op-
tional fitting to provide the necessary 
mobility on the deployment site. Both 
these fittings increase the productivity 
and the efficiency. The reversing fan en-

sures optimum engine conditions at all 
times since the radiator is automatical-
ly cleaned off, and at the same time the 
propulsion drive ensures that machine 
idle times are kept to a minimum during 
shredding, which means uniform heaps.

 The BA 615 is the first JENZ biomass pro-
cessor to be fitted with the new easy2 
controller. “We have successfully been 
using the easy2 in our chippers, and this 
is the first time we have fitted them to 
a shredder” stated the project manag-
er. “Even if the machine controller is not 
quite as crucial for this type of machine 
as for mobile woodchippers, it does of 
course have positive effects for the ma-
chine operator. These include, amongst 
others, improved haptics on the new ea-
sy2TOUCH 10.4” touch display, and an ad-
ditional 6 buttons with which the basic 
functions can be operated without using 
the display.” Operation is therefore fur-
ther simplified, and is also possible when 
wearing gloves. The risk of incorrect op-
eration is therefore also reduced. The 
new biomass processor is currently avail-
able on a chassis, and will also be availa-
ble on caterpillar tracks in the future. 

brief facts

Performance potential

  

Bark  

Scrap wood  

Roots  
conditionally in 
garden cuttings

Draw-in

Draw-in width (mm) 1200

Draw-in height (mm) 615

Free loading length (mm) 3800

Fragmentation unit

Rotor diameter (mm) 820

Number of flails 16

Conveyor outfeed

Drop height from (mm) 3080

Main drive

Standard diesel motor CAT C7.1

Power (in kW/PS) 225/306

Weight

Weight/basic design 
approx. (in kg)  11500

Fittings

TWIN GEAR

IPS – impact protection system
(Impact Protection System)

IBC – load-dependent draw-in control
(Intelligent Bite Control)  

Hydraulic propulsion drive 

Machine controller easy2

Garden  
cuttings

www.jenz.de  | 11  
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(ehe). The label “Chippertruck” is 
an obvious association of words. 
If you apply this to the JENZ Chip-
pertruck it specifically means: 
JENZ chipper + MAN truck. In terms 
of transport logistics, the result is 
an unbeatable concept: thanks to its 
comparably low weight, high transport 
speed including motorway approval and 
the comfort of a large and comfortable 
driver’s cab, the Chippertruck offers 
the best preconditions for optimal 
deployment. Further economic bonus-
es are provided by its excellent low 
HGV fuel consumption and extremely 
fair costs for tyres and inspections.

The combination of JENZ chipper and 
MAN HGV also scores high marks with 
regard to service. “In the end, the 
Chippertruck customers profit from two 
service networks”, explained Wolfgang 
Benditte, service manager at JENZ. 
“Of course we are the initial contact in 
principle, after all the customer has 
bought the Chippertruck from JENZ. 
After this it has to be decided whether 
it’s a problem with the JENZ chipper or 
with the MAN carrier vehicle, in other 
words the MAN engine depending on 
whether the transmission or similar is 
affected.” Repairs and service to JENZ 
chippers are covered by the JENZ service 

network. There are 5 sales and service 
bases available in the German-speak-
ing area as contacts in addition to the 
main works in Petershagen. This means 
that any machine can be reached by one 
of our own service technicians within 
three hours. Expert JENZ dealers also 
have the necessary JENZ know-how in 
25 further countries. If there are any 
problems with the MAN HGV, the cus-
tomer can also profit from the excellent 
MAN service network“ explained Mr 
Benditte. There is a countrywide ser-
vice network consisting of 145 MAN 
service operations and 208 MAN service 
partners available in Germany alone. 

Using synergies 
JENZ Chippertruck customers profit from 
worldwide JENZ and MAN service network

Service JENZ AKTUELL No. 60
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the world are connected to 
the system. The first hur-
dle in processing JENZ ma-
chines in MAN workshops, 
in other words clear identi-
fication of the machine and 
all the associated machine 
information, has there-
fore been sorted out.” 

Simplification when pro-
cessing guarantee enquiries 
Any subsequent guarantee enquiries can 
also be clarified more quickly. The MAN 
Truck & Bus AG provides 2 years guaran-
tee from the date of registration on the 

vehicle’s drivetrain in the case of JENZ 
Chippertrucks. The data necessary for 
this can be checked quickly and com-
fortably using the MAN vehicle no. in 
the MAN after-sales system. “Our aim is 
to provide customers with the best-pos-
sible service, because rapid help in cas-
es of damage is the most important 
thing” said Mr Benditte. “With the meas-
ures we have initiated we want to im-
prove our service even more and play 
our part in helping our customers prof-
it even further from the wide service net-
work of JENZ and MAN service bases.” 

Service

Cooperation with 
MAN workshops improved 
“In the past some of our customers have 
reported occasional problems with the 
MAN workshops. They found it difficult 

to deal with our special machines” said 
Mr Benditte. “We have had talks with 
MAN as a result of this experience. Coop-
eration will now improve considerably.” 
The new JENZ vehicle ID card will help in 
this case. “The background to this is that 
the MAN workshops required unambigu-
ous information to identify the JENZ ma-
chines. All this information is actual-
ly available to the customer in different 
documentation, but it’s not right at hand 
when you’re in the workshop.” The inten-
tion is to change this. Each customer will 
now be written to a few weeks before de-
livery and given his vehicle ID card. This 
contains the most important informa-
tion such as machine type, JENZ works 
no., MAN vehicle no. or MAN VIN. Impor-
tant contact data such as the JENZ Ser-
vice centre is also included. “Every Chip-
pertruck can be clearly identified in the 
MAN service system using the correct 
machine data. All MAN workshops around 

Wide service network: 
There is a countrywide service net-
work consisting of 145 MAN service 
operations and 208 MAN service 
partners available in Germany alone. 
On top of this there is a total of 5 
JENZ service bases. There is a wide 
service network available from both 
companies internationally as well.

MAN service base 

Here there is more 
than one MAN service 
base close together.

3

346

The JENZ service team at the main works in Petershagen. MAN Werkstätten werden gebeten

auf Basis der Grundfahrzeugnummer die Wartungs-

und Garantiearbeiten am MAN-Lieferumfang gem.

den Bedingungen der MAN Truck & Bus abzuarbeiten. 

Es gelten die jeweiligen Garantiebedingungen

der Komponentenhersteller.

service@jenz.de

0049 5704 9409 DW 20/30/Elektrik 35

           JENZ MACHINE ID CARD

 JENZ MachType: HEM 583R Cobra EASYGREEN

 JENZ machine no.: 3414-05-16

 Chassis: MAN
 VIN-Maurer: W0956S328GTM88147

 UR-VIN MAN WMA%&SZZ7GL072276

 MAN vehicle no.: 56S3989
 Initial registration: 
 Crane: S110F101 Nr.

“ The Chippertruck 
customer profits from 
both service networks.”
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Van Laecke has only just opened the new commercial building for the Van Bemmel
branch office in Houten, Holland.

Three reliable mainstays 
The Belgian Van Laecke Group is now JENZ dealer 
for the Netherlands and Belgium after taking 
over the Dutch Van Bemmel company 

Zedelgem/Belgien (jkr). Without an 
efficient dealer network, JENZ GmbH 
would not be capable of selling its 
machines worldwide. In the Van Laecke 
Group, JENZ now has a partner which 
serves the Netherlands and Belgium.

The Van Laecke Gruppe includes three 
companies: Van Laecke Machines, Mar-
com Recycling and Van Bemmel Recy-
cling. All three companies are trade com-
panies with associated workshops for 
delivery, commissioning, maintenance, 
spare parts deliveries and repairs. Cus-
tomers include construction compa-
nies, especially from road construction, 
harbour construction companies, ag-
riculture, forestry and companies pro-
ducing biomassses and compost. The 

brands sold include Terex Finlay, Evo-
quip, Terra Select, Allu, JENZ, Backhus, 
FAE, Ploeger and Hyundai. In 1990, Luc 
Van Laecke and his wife Ingrid started 
up with the sales and service of tractors 
and harvesting machines, and extend-
ed their range to include high-quality 
excavators and earthmoving machines. 
In 1993, the company moved to its cur-
rent location at Schatting 8, in the vil-
lage of Zedelgem near Bruges, Belgium.

The second mainstay, Marcom Recycling, 
was founded in 2001 and soon swept 
through the Belgian recycling market 
with a wide range of machines for the 
processing of construction waste, as-
phalt, stone and related materials. In 
2013 Marcom Recycling took over the 

Dutch company Van Bemmel, which 
had been the JENZ dealer in the Neth-
erlands for many years. “Jan van Bem-
mel couldn’t find anyone to take over the 
company, even his two children didn’t 
want to have it” said Geoffrey Verzele, 
who has been responsible for the sales of 
JENZ machines in Flanders in the Laecke 
Group for two and a half years.The Van 
Laecke Gruppe has around 35 employ-
ees. By now, both sons of founding pair 
Luc und Ingrid Van Laecke, Kristof and 
Eline, who are both in their early 30s, 
have started working for the company.

The Van Bemmel branch office in Houten, 
South of Utrecht, Holland, is not only be-
ing retained, the Laecke Group compa-
ny management even invested heavily 

HEM 583 R-Truck JENZ AKTUELL No. 60
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in the location, which 
is over 250 km from 
the headquarters – 
and in this case with 
a commercial build-
ing. The opening cere-
mony was impressive. 

While Geoffrey Verzele 
deals with the Flanders 
area (the Dutch part 
of Belgium), his col-
league Koen Van Den 
Berge works in Wall-
onie, the French part. 
There are now a total of 
five salesmen selling 
JENZ machines in Hol-
land and Belgium and 
supporting the cus-
tomers there. “We don’t 
wait for the custom-
ers to come and find 
us, we actively go out 
and find them. Our boss 
simply cannot avoid 
machine presenta-

tions so we visit every worthwhile trade 
fair” said Geoffrey Verzele. The de-
mand for JENZ machines has increased 
over the last two years, but there are re-
gional variations regarding machine 
types. “In Flanders and the Nether-
lands the BA 725 biomassprocessor 
is the top product, in Wallonie it is 
more the HEM 583 Z and 593 Z power 
takeoff-driven mobile chippers. Al-
though we have now sold the first Chip-
pertruck there” said Geoffrey Verzele.
 
Woodchippers are more in demand in 
Wallonie simply because there are more 
woods there. The BA 725 is currently 
causing a furore with customers who op-
erate biogas plants. “Using this fast ma-
chine means that the biomasses turn 
into gas 40 % quicker than classical feed-
ing systems with slowly-rotating ma-
chines” enthused Geoffrey Verzele. The 
salesman considers it to be a huge advan-
tage that the complete service and spare 
parts sales for JENZ machines is now 
not just available in Holland, but also 
in the Belgian location of Zedelgem. 

Two generations: Ingrid and Luc with the children Eline and Kristof Van 
Laecke during the opening ceremony for the new commercial building.

Power takeoff-driven mobile chippers are in demand in Wallonie. 
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Date Trade fair Location Company

Trade fair dates JENZ 2018

July 2018
18.07.2018 – 22.07.2018 Interforst Munich (Germany) JENZ
27.07.2018 – 30.07.2018 DemoForest Libramont (Belgium) Van Bemmel

August 2018
29.08.2018 – 31.08.2018 Expo Eficiencia Energética Buenos Aires (Argentina) Start2Energy
31.08.2018 – 04.09.2018 Karpfhamer Fest und Rottalschau Karpfham (Germany) JENZ

September 2018
07.09.2018 – 09.09.2018 EKO-LAS Mostki / Świebodzin (Poland) PML
20.09.2018 – 23.09.2018 Feria Forestal Argentina Posadas (Argentina) Start2Energy
25.09.2018 – 28.09.2018 WOODWORKING Minsk (Belarus) PUE Bioenergetika

October 2018
17.10.2018 – 18.10.2018 Solids Antwerpen (Belgium) Van Bemmel
27.10.2018 – 28.10.2018 Heizen mit Holz Fuhrberg (Germany) JENZ

November 2018
06.11.2018 – 09.11.2018 Ecomondo Rimini (Italy) VAMA
20.11.2018 – 22.11.2018 Recycling Gorinchem (Netherlands) Van Bemmel
21.11.2018 – 24.11.2018 Austro Agrar Tulln (Austria) Jenz Österreich
27.11.2018 – 30.11.2018 Pollutec Lyon (France) Noremat

December 2018
05.12.2018 – 06.12.2018 DeLuTa Bremen (Germany) JENZ

As of July 2018. Information without liability.

Phejton d.o.o. is the new 
JENZ dealer in Slovenia
JENZ is now also represented by an 
exclusive dealer on the Slovenian market. 
The family company Phejton d.o.o, with 
its headquarters 40 km north-east of Lju-
bljana, already has excellent experience 
of JENZ machines. Previously, the market 
had been supported by the Hungarian 
dealer Forest Power in cooperation with 

Phejton. Matjaž Vidmar is the contact for 
JENZ in Slovenia (left).

Product finder online 
Easily find the right JENZ machine simply 
by selecting the required criteria – those 
interested can now select machines 
on their own accord and compare their 
performance data using the new JENZ 
product finder.
Simply go to www.jenz.de/produktfinder.
The JENZ service department is available 
as usual for all more detailed advice.. 

New office and reception building in use 
Things that take longer turn out for the 
best – these, and similar phrases, were 
heard several times over the last few days 
in the JENZ offices.
The new reception and office building was 
finally completed after almost 2 years 
of building. Originally, moving into the 
new reception hall was planned for the 
beginning of 2017. However, a fire during 
roofing work completely destroyed the 
adjacent administration building and 
required extensive renovation work to the 
almost-completed reception area. “Now 

that we have the new building we have 
more than just office space, but the whole 
company has been given a modern face 
towards our customers, business partners 

and employees” said shareholder family 
Hermeier with considerable satisfaction. 
The outdoor facilities are to be complet-
ed over the coming weeks, as are the 
remaining works and renovation work on 
the existing offices.
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